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IELTS Vocabulary
1. Air pollution

- contamination of the air by harmful substances

2. Smog 
- a form of air pollution that is or looks like a mixture of     
  smoke and fog, especially in cities

3. Emit Carbon dioxide 
- release CO2



IELTS Vocabulary
4.   Greenhouse gas emissions
      - the release of gases that are thought to cause the     
        greenhouse effect, especially carbon dioxide
.

5.   Environmentally friendly
      - that has no, or the least possible, impact on the
        environment

1. Emit Carbon dioxide 
Release CO2



IELTS Vocabulary
6.   Die prematurely
      - die earlier than you should

7.  Combat climate change
      - fight against global warming

8.   Curb global warming
      - reduce global warming



IELTS Vocabulary
9.   Air quality
      - the cleanliness of the air that we breathe

10.   Carbon footprint
        - a measure of the amount of carbon dioxide that is  
          produced by the daily activities of a person or company



IELTS Vocabulary CHECK #1

Reduce your carbon footprint by 
considering the amount of carbon 
dioxide you put into the atmosphere.
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IELTS Vocabulary CHECK #2

According to the UN, 3.3 million 
people die prematurely due to the 
effects of air pollution every year.
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IELTS Vocabulary CHECK #3

Everyone can help combat climate 
change.
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IELTS Vocabulary CHECK #4

Greenhouse gases can cause terrible 
thick smog in cities.
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IELTS Vocabulary CHECK #5

A typical passenger vehicle emits 
about 4.6 metric tons of carbon 
dioxide per year.
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IELTS Vocabulary CHECK #6

Greenhouse gas emissions from 
human activities strengthen the 
greenhouse effect, causing climate 
change.
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IELTS Vocabulary CHECK #7

More than 40,000 international 
experts are gathered in Glasgow to 
find solutions to curb global warming.
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IELTS Vocabulary CHECK #8

Long term exposure to air pollution 
can increase the risk of asthma, heart 
disease and potentially even 
dementia.
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IELTS Vocabulary CHECK #9

Countries such as the US, France and 
Thailand have all made new 
environmentally friendly laws to help 
battle the climate crisis we are 
currently facing.
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IELTS Vocabulary CHECK #10

Many people die annually as a result 
of poor air quality.
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Write a short paragraph about your country’s 
environment using the vocabulary from this 
lesson. 

1. Write a maximum of 5 sentences.
2. Check the spelling and grammar.
3. Post in the comments section below this 

video.

Homework


